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ABSTRACT

A new electronic tlme-ftizo coocopt has been Investigated for use with the new Company 
Lightweight Mortar System (CLWMB), which is expected to have a flight time of greater than 
40 sec. In the new concept, the foze Is settable at 2-soc Intervals up to 50 sec, uses the 
power supply and basic hardware from the multioption faze (MOF) that la being developed for 
the new mortar system, and employs the r nalog electronic timer from the XM732 Short
Intrusion Artillery Proximity ftiza.

Based on the results of this study, the now faze concept is proposed for use with the 
CLWMB. The accuracy of this faze greatly exceeds that of a pyrotechnic-type faze, its de
velopment requires no advances in the state-of-the-art, and production is attainable at a 
moderate cost within the desired time schedule. Also, the contour of the now faze would bo 
very similar to that of the MOF being developed, and the design would be compatible with the 
latest safety regulations.

This report summarizes the results of that study and presents a preliminary develop
ment and coot plan.
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II. MBT*a<V '
A new electronic time-fuze concept has been investigated for use with the new Company 

Lightweight Mortar System (CLWM8), which is expected to have a flight time of greater than 40 
sec. In the new concept, the fuze is settable at 2-sec intervals up to 50 sec, uses the power 
supply and basic hardware from the multioption faze (MOF) that Is being developed for the new 
mortar system, and employs the analog electronic timer from the XM732 Short-Intrusion 
Artillery Proximity faze.

Based on the resulUuef this study, the new faze concept is proposed for use with thu 
CLWMS. The accuracy of this faze greatly exceeds that of a pyrotechnic-type faze, it develop
ment requires so advance in the state-of-the-art, and production is attainable at a moderate 
cost within the desired time schedule. Also, the contour of the new faze would be very similar 
to that of the MOF being developed, and the design would be compatible with the latest safety 
regulatinsi.

-Thlj. report summarizes the results of that study and presents a preliminary development 
and cost plan. ___
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I. BACKtUvHjND

An Ar my-initiated rescanh and development program la being directed toward a naw 
lightweight nu ns system lor use at Company level dur In th mid 70'a. This development 
includes a baseplate, tuba, 60-mm ammunition, Atze and sighting equipment. rhe naw 60-mm 
mortar system is being designed with the maximum range possible under such constraints as 
ths HL projectile weight and tuba weight. The illuminating round and Its Aim must bo de
signed to have tho camo range. Until recently, th* maximum aystam range was suspected to 
ba about 3000 motors (m)i ths product-improved M65-the standard 60-mm mortar tlmo 
Aize-was outdared acceptable for tho illuminating-round use. it Is now apparent, however, 
that tho anticipated range la clooer to 4000 m, thus requiring a time Atze with a 45-soc time 
(max). Based on an evaluation (by MUCOM and PA staff members), tho M55 mortar tlmo 
Auo cannot ba made operable for the maximum flight time anticipated.

At present, there to no tlmo Atze adequately small to fit the system's illuminating round 
and capable of him* inking for this period of tlmo. Section 2 of this report proposes a new 
electronic fuze design that to settable In 2-sec intervals up to 50 sec and to considered suited 
for the now mortar system application. Also, this report compares the use of this electronic 
hue design with that of a pyrotechnic type, and summarizes a development program plan and 
coot estimate.

2. PROPOSED FUZE DESIGN AND OPEPyTION

2.1 General Description

The draft material need (MN) for the lightweight mortar system requires that a multi
option Auo (MOF) bo developed, as concurred by AMC, CDC, MUCOM, CDC-IA, and WECOM. 
Advanced development (AD) effort on this part of the system has produced a preliminary de
sign consisting of a wind-driven alternator and gear reducer to provide electric power and 
safe air travel, saflng and arming (S&A) mechanism with a setback element and an out-of
Uns explosive train, and a proximity sensing electronic section. Results obtained through a 
DOD value analysis and other studies indicate that this fuze can be built for less than $10 
when produced In large quantities. It to now indicated that very large savings will bo reflected 
in time-fuze development coots, and that a vastly improved illuminating system will result if 
the design is based on the MOF principle. It to, therefore, proposed that the system employ 
tl identical StA system and alternator as that used with the MOF design and develop just an 
electronic timer to replace the proximity fuze.

The advanced development (AD) model of the MOF assembly is shown schematically In 
figure 1. An equivalent model of the illuminating round time fuze would be similar In appear
ance except that the section forward of the alternator turbine whocl would be replaced with an 
analog electronic timer as diagrammed in figure 2. The electronic timer to seen as a re
packaged version of the electronic timer used in the XM732 (Short-Intrusior Artillery Prox
imity Fuze) scheduled for type classification (TC) during 1972. Field tests hav> been con
ducted with more than 500 such timers, using the 4.2-in. mortar, 105- and 155-mm howitzers, 
and 175-nun cannon. The assembly of this tlmjr to shown schematically in figure 3. The 
1.643-In. outside diameter (o.d.) illustrated in figure 3 must be reduced to less than 1.500 in., 
but preliminary sketches from which the drawing in figure 2 was made show that adequate 
space exists for the required parte. A ratiometer, also used In the XM732 and the subject of 
a Production Engineering Measure (PEM) out of ECOM, will be mounted above the timer 
nouslng and will engage the timer through brushut Turning the windshield or clamp ring
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Figure 2. Electronic time fuze for mortars.
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Figure 3



Timer housing assembly.
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(fig. 2) will rotate the. ratiometer relative to the timer and vary the time. This type timer is 
infinitely variable in setting between zero and some preset upper limit. It is proposed to 
make the upper limit 50 see, using 25 scribe marks on the nose calibrated in 2-sec Intervals. 
The mortarman can then sut the fuze to any even number of seconds from 2 to 50 by merely 
turning the note. The XM732 timer can be specified at ±2.0-percent accuracy over the 50- 
sec range. A wider allowable error could be accomplished at a reduced cost; in any event, 
the error at some fixed temperature will be considerably less than ±2 sec.

2.2 Firing Sequence

At firing, the double element setback device in the S&A assembly sets back and locks 
when it recognizes the proper g-time signature. This unlatches the rotor. The air ingested 
now drives the turbine wheel, runs the alternator and, through a speed reducer, the S&A rotor. 
After 100 m of air travel, the rotor comes into line and locks; thus, arming is complete. The 
alternator keeps running as long as the projectile velocity is greater than about 100 fps and 
continues providing electric power to the timer.

The timer is an analog-type RC circuit. Charging time is controlled by a v ar uble duty
cycle-type oscillator. The ratiometer setting adjusts this duty cycle to vary the "time out." 
(Adequate Information on the circuitry and operation is readily available as desired.) At set 
time, ±2 percent (approx-, an output firing pulse is delivered to an electric detonator that 
initiates a standard-type explosive train, thus functioning the projectile. The timer in the 
XM732 runs at 15V and 20 mA. The alternator for the MOF is capable of delivering 600 mW 
minimum; thus, power is adequate.

2.3 Discussion

Unique in the XM732 timer is its integrated circuit (IC). There are two qualified sup
pliers of this circuitry and another that looks promising. There are also two qualified sup
pliers of the ratiometer. A Production Engineering Measure (PEM) with Globe Union, Inc., by 
ECOM promises to find a way to produce the ratiometer (pr„ intly a $2 to $3 item) for less 
than $0.25 in large quantities.

Since the size, power and voltage levels, ruggedness and cost seem compatible with the 
illuminating-round requirements and with the S&A and alternator under development, this 
timer seems a reasonable potential. Figure 3 indicates that rhe packaging and structure of 
the electronic timer in the multioption hardware and with its basic components is not a major 
task.

3. RESULTS OF PARAMETERS INVESTIGATED

The results listed below are based on the HDL analysis of this electronic time fuze as 
compared with the pyrotechnic type fuze. No systems analysis or cost effectiveness study has 
been performed because of inadequate funding i id time; the explanations given below are 
therefore qualitative.

3.1 Advantages of Proposed Design

The MOF design proposed for the new lightweight mortar application was considered on 
the basis of the following advantages:
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(1) Development cost of 70 percent of the components it, funded or in a funding plan, 
leaving a minimal amount to be funded.

(2) Timer portion is m artillery-quallZled item and requires only repackaging and test
ing in this application.

,3) Timer will be settable; thus, the mortarman need not adjust angle of fall or charge 
to .unction over target. Flight time will be available to crew through firing tables 
and the faze can be set with no mortar adjustment.

(4) J Uze will meet MIL-STD-13] 3A precisely, thus requiring no waiver.

(5) Fuze production 13 attainab’s without a whole new production plant. Only the timer 
portion will be new; the otter parts can be produced on the multioption line, which 
will raise the production rate and allow lower piece-part costs.

(6) Fuze can be ready for ET/ST and TC concurrently with the illuminating round. This 
is probably the only faze that can make the illuminating system available for the 
CLWMS's scheduled delivery date without the need for an interim faze or interim 
capability.

(7) Test phases ET/ST can be conducted on the illuminating round and faze concurrently, 
which will greatly reduce program costs.

(8) Appearance of the proposed faze will be essentially similar to that of the MOF de
signed for this application. Thus, training will be simplified; also, effort will be 
made to attain a time-selection procedure similar to that of the option-selection 
procedure, further simplifying training efforts.

(9) The faze can be made operable for the Battalion System maximum flight time; thus, 
no new faze will be re tjuired for the foreseeable fature.

3.2 Disadvantages of Proposed Design

Results of the feasibility study show that:

(1) Production cost, at $9 to $10 (approx), will be greater than that for a pyrotechnic 
faze.

(2) Troop orient, ition will be required, since the faze must be set instead of mortar ad
justed when using 60-mm illuminating round.

4. PROGRAM PLAN AND COST ESTI.\kTE

A development program plan and cost estimate were studied during this investigation. 
"cost and time-to-complete" estimate is considered a necessary adjunct to a feasibility effort 
in that it gives management the complete picture. A projected development plan is presented 
below.
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DEVELOPMENT PIUXJIAM PLAN

FY 12 FY 73 FY 74 FY 73 FY 73

AD

ED 

[ ET/ST

TC

IOC

APE

A hardware feasibility effort is also required. Assuming this effort could be started in 
3QFY72 and continue for 6 months, some 200 foxes could bo fabricated and tested through 
flight tests and preliminary environmental tests to prove the system in. Flight teats could 
be conducted on HE configured rounds with spotting charges to avoid waiting for the illumin
ating cartridge.

During the 3-yr ED phase, about 7000 foxes would be built with contractor aid starting 
late in FY73. Two to three thousand of these foxes would bo reserved for ET/ST and the 
others for ED tooting. The advanced production engineer U (APE) program to build proto
type tooling for the electronic portion would start in FY74; thus, a design producible at high 
rates and low coot would be the one built In significant quantities and available for the 
service tests (ST).

It la anticipated that all ED testa, except about 200 proof rounds, would be conducted 
on M49A4E1 shell.

To conserve time and funds, we assume a single ET/ST program will bo oond icted on 
cartridge and fuze. Slight misalignment of schedules can probably be adjusted for the sake 
of these savings.

Contract action Is assumed to be with one of the throe present suppliers of XM732 timer 
IC’s. The MOF contractor would probably be assembler of the time foxe throughout the 
development program.

Two or three extra man-years will be required in the development branch to include 
time-fuze development into the Company Mortar Fuze Program. Table I lists the projected 
cost estimate for the foxe development.
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Table I. Fuze Development Cobt Estimate

Cost Breakdown

Fiscal year

Total
72 73 74 75

Number of fuzes built

200 1000 3000 3000

(k$) (k$) <k$) (k$) (k$)

Total foze cost 40 50 100 100 290

In-house engineering 40 120 120 120 400

Model shop 30 30 20 10 90

Machine shop 30 40 40 20 130

Contract 75 100 100 275

Total 140 315 380 350 1185

6.3 140 140

6.4 315 240 110 665

APE 140 240 380

Total 140 315 380 350 1185

No effort has been made to develop a detailed ED program; the estimates given are based 
on a generalized 3000-round test program and full technical-data development.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The approi h investigated here combines the XM732 electronic timer with the multioption 
fuze «A and alternator to provide a settable time fuze adequate for the new mortar system 
Illuminating cartridge. This concept appears highly feasible for the desired application-It is 
producible at moderate cost, requires very low-risk development effort, has simplified 
method of operation, and can be available for the CLWMS's scheduled delivery date.
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